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• FGD (Fast Graph Decoder) is a fast and scalable decoding 
algorithm for accelerating the inference of neural language 
modeling and its end applications

• On NMT, FGD obtains more than 14X speedup on softmax layer 
execution time over full-softmax with competitive BLEU score 
to the baseline. 

• On NLM, FGD outperforms full-softmax by an order of 
magnitude with logarithmic scalability. 

Highlights
• Transform word embeddings to exploit intrinsic closeness relationship 

between words.

FGD overview

Step 1: Small world graph construction
- Inner product as a closeness measure is insufficient
- Inner product preserving transformation

Step 2: Decoding as searching small world graphs

Method (Fast Graph Decoder)
Neural machine translation: Decoding time and BLEU score

- IWSLT'14 German-English corpus, 50K vocab size.
- FGD obtains more than 14X speedup on softmax layer execution time 
over full-softmax with a similar BLEU score to the baseline
- FGD obtains 30X speedup at the cost of decreasing 0.67 BLEU score.
Sensitivity of sequence lengths and beam sizes

Internals of FGD

- Precision and distance computation results explain the decoding accuracy 
and speedup of and time.
Language modeling: Impact of vocabulary size

- FGD scales much better and the improvement becomes more significant 
with larger vocabulary sizes.
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Experiments

• High computational complexity of the softmax layer when the 
vocabulary size is large.

• Decoding bottleneck limits the applicability of NLMs in 
interactive services. 

Visualization of closeness relation

- Semantic more similar words are closer in distance.

Background & Motivation

Goal: speedup the decoding process of neural language model 
and its end applications.
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Offline Inference
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O(D x |V|)
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FGD search path

Long-range edge

Short-range edge

Closest neighbor

- Softmax layer has a complexity of O(D X |V|)
- FGD has a complexity of O(D X log|V|)
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I usually order pizza with cheese<Start>

I usually order pizza with cheese <End>
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